Ovation Select®
Maximize in-flight comfort, entertainment and productivity.
Possibilities of Cabin Management. Made Easy.
Honeywell’s Ovation Select® cabin management system (CMS) offers passengers a broad range of cabin entertainment, control and integrated communications that maximize in-flight comfort and productivity.

Technology evolves rapidly, and Ovation Select® CMS seamlessly integrates the latest and greatest consumer electronics devices into the cabin. Simply carry them on and plug them in. With Ovation Select®, passengers make the most of their travel time and have the best overall in-flight entertainment (IFE) experience.

How can Ovation Select® do that?
Honeywell leverages over 40 years of cabin suite expertise and incorporates the latest in digital technology to bring passengers a superior solution.

Honeywell Advantages

**Designed for Growth**
The scalable system design provides the highest degree of flexibility which allows the latest, and prepares for future, technology innovations to be easily and rapidly integrated.

**Best-In-Class Integrated Components**
Featuring crystal clear digital surround sound, full High Definition (HD) widescreen displays, and a real time 3D HD moving map, our system accommodates anything from USB drives and laptops to HD gaming systems, and it shares the content throughout the cabin.

**Unrivalled Reliability**
Ovation Select® is designed to minimize single-point failures, meaning a single failed component won’t affect the other components within the network. An advanced onboard diagnostics tool continuously monitors the entire system, end-to-end. Real-time status to the crew is provided in a manner that they can easily understand. Recommended actions to resolve the issues are also presented.

**Dedicated Honeywell Global Support Network**
Ovation Select® is unique in offering Honeywell’s comprehensive support network, spanning the Americas, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia and the South Pacific, delivering fully integrated service solutions and 24/7/365 support to meet the needs of the aerospace industry. As a world leader of aviation aftermarket services, Honeywell provides the knowledge and resources to take care of all your service needs – whenever and wherever you require maintenance and repair services for cabin management components.

“Honeywell Ovation package offers cabin systems control, passenger air-to-ground communications and a wide array of inflight entertainment (IFE) offerings, including audio and video on demand and Apple TV. The Ovation CMS has evolved in recent years. Its functionality and feature set are now unsurpassed in the super-midsize class.”

— Fred George, Business & Commercial Aviation, Aviation Week Magazine
Key Entertainment & Information System Components

Offering the best-in-class audio and video components, Honeywell’s Ovation Select® CMS turns the ordinary business jet cabin into a state-of-the-art theater in the sky. Passengers can view high resolution content on LCDs or listen to digital satellite radio. Additionally, our JetMap® HD moving map system allows passengers to follow their flight progress while viewing helpful in-flight information.

Available in touch screen, discrete switches and hand-held remote applications for your Smartphones and Tablets, Honeywell’s cabin controls provide passengers and crew with an intuitive interface to manage the cabin. With the touch of a button, passengers can control audio/video source equipment, lighting and temperature, even window shades and galley functions—all without ever leaving their seat.

**Blu-ray player**
Enjoy the latest Blu-ray movies.

**JetMap® HD Moving Map**
Supporting multiple languages, points of interest and worldwide streets and roads, passengers follow their flight progress while viewing helpful in-flight information on any bulkhead monitor or personal tablet device.

**Monitors**
Providing full HD images from any source on the aircraft.

**Sound System**
The crystal clear surround sound audio system has to be experienced to be believed. No other system comes close.

**Touch Screen Personal Control Units (PCU)**
Providing an elegant, full color icon based interface for command and control of all system components.

**Satellite TV**
Enjoy live satellite video in several regions around the world including contiguous US, Europe, Middle East, India and Russia.

**Discrete Switch Panels**
Offering control solutions for those situations where a touch-screen remote control is not required.

**Touch-Screen Remote Control**
Using the Honeywell Cabin Control app, passengers use their own Smartphone or Tablet to easily control every aspect of the cabin, eliminating the need for a dedicated standalone remote control.

**Ovation Select® Touchscreen (OST)**
The OST serves as the master controller; it provides a large touchscreen capable of displaying and controlling the complete cabin system.

**Auxiliary Panel**
Integrates and distributes the audio and video content for all of your carry-on electronics.

**HD Audio Video on Demand (AVOD)**
Integrate HD AVOD movies and enjoy personal videos with complete autonomy and flexibility — play, pause, fast forward, reverse — anywhere, anytime.

**Wearable Technology**
Extending remote control capability to integrate the latest in wearable technology, passengers and crew can manage their Ovation Select® equipped cabin via an App.
Find Out More
Learn more about Honeywell’s Ovation Select® cabin management system, please visit aerospace.honeywell.com/ovationselect or contact us at ovationselect@honeywell.com.